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Fluorescent probes and bioconjugation chemistries for single-molecule
fluorescence analysis of biomolecules
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~Received 7 March 2002; accepted 18 September 2002!

Fluorescence-based detection of single biomolecules in solution and at room temperature has
opened new avenues for understanding biological mechanisms. Single-molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy~SMFS! of biomolecules requires careful selection of fluorophores, sites of
incorporation, and labeling chemistries. SMFS-compatible fluorophores should permit extended,
uninterrupted observations of fluorescence with high signal-to-noise ratios; more stringent
considerations apply for specific methodologies, such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer and
fluorescence anisotropy. Strategies for site-specificin vitro labeling of small proteins exploit the
reactivity of the amino acid cysteine~Cys!, allowing incorporation of one or more fluorophores;
labeling of closely spaced Cys residues using bis-functionalized fluorophores allows probing of the
orientation of individual protein domains. Forin vitro labeling of large proteins, the options include
peptide ligation, intein-mediated labeling, puromycin-based labeling, unnatural amino acid
mutagenesis, and reconstitution from individual subunits or subunit fragments. Forin vivo analysis,
one can use proteins that are labeledin vitro and then incorporated in cells; genetic encoding of
specific protein sequences can also lead toin vivo labeling, either byin vivo targeting by
fluorophores or by biosynthesis of protein fusions with natural fluorophores such as the green
fluorescent protein. The existing methods, along with others under development, will bring SMFS
to the mainstream and advance significantly our understanding of vital biological
processes. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1521158#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade marked one of the most exciting sc
tific developments born of the interaction of physics, che
istry, and biology: the ability to perform real-time, room
temperature observations of individual biomolecules
using optical microscopy techniques described as sin
molecule detection~SMD!.1 SMD eliminates the ensemble
and time-averaging present in conventional biochemical
biophysical assays. SMD can uncover and analyze subp
lations and distributions hidden in heterogeneous syste
probe conformational dynamics of biomolecules under eq
librium conditions, an otherwise impossible task due to la
of synchronization; and explore complex reaction kinet
and biochemical pathways under nonequilibrium conditio
Several excellent reviews exist on the topic.2–8

A popular method for probing single molecules is sing
molecule fluorescence spectroscopy~SMFS!. SMFS moni-
tors the structure, dynamics, and interactions of biochem
systems~e.g., intramolecular and intermolecular distanc
domain orientations, binding stoichiometry, equilibriu
binding constants! through measurements of fluorescen
properties of individual species, such as fluorescence e
sion intensity, lifetime, polarization, and quantum yield.6,9

SMFS has allowed striking visualizations of single biom
ecules at work, including the rotation of the rotor subunit

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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the rotary stepper motor protein F1-ATPase,10 the sliding of
kinesin on microtubules,11,12 the translocation of RNA poly-
merase~RNAP! molecules on double-stranded DNA,13 the
formation of ribozyme intermediates,14 and the real-time in-
fection of a cell by single virus particles.15

In this article, we describe the properties of SMF
compatible fluorophores, list considerations for popular
says, provide examples of site-specific labeling strateg
that enabled SMFS observations, and conclude with a loo
fluorophores and labeling strategies that can answer fu
challenges.

II. PROPERTIES OF SMFS-COMPATIBLE
FLUOROPHORES

Optical detection of single fluorescently labeled biom
ecules using SMFS is based on thousands to millions
laser-induced excitation–deexcitation cycles of the fluo
phore between the ground state and the first excited e
tronic state.3,4,7 A list of fluorophores often used for SMFS
along with characteristic properties, is provided in Table
Fluorophores compatible with the demanding nature
SMFS fulfill most of the photophysical and photochemic
criteria set for ensemble fluorescence spectroscopy and
croscopy measurements16,17~high extinction coefficient, high
quantum yield, large Stokes shift, high photostability!, as
well as additional properties specific to SMFS.18 Desirable
fluorophore properties include the following.
il:
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Characteristic properties of selected fluorophores used for SMFS.a

Fluorophore

Absorbance
maximum

~nm!

Extinction
coefficient

(cm21 M21)

Emission
maximum

~nm!
Quantum

yield
Laser line

~nm! Photostability

GFP 395 30 000 509 0.8 457 Good
470 7 000

Fluorescein 490 67 000 520 0.5–0.9 488 Poor
Alexa-488 495 80 000 520 0.5–0.9 488 Moderate
Tetramethyl-
rhodamine

554 85 000 585 0.2–0.5 514 532 Good

Cy3 550 150 000 585 0.2 514 532 Good
Texas Red 596 85 000 620 0.5 514 532 Good
Cy5 650 250 000 670 0.15 633 Moderate

aValues were taken from Refs. 16 and 17, manufacturers of reactive forms of the fluorophores~Molecular
Probes, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech!, or measured in our laboratory~see Ref. 80!.
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A. Brightness

Brightness is a measure of the rate of fluorescence p
tons emitted by the fluorophore, and is represented by
product of the extinction coefficient of the fluorophore at t
wavelength of excitation,eexc, and the fluorescence quantu
yield of the fluorophore at the wavelength of emissio
QF ;16 for typical SMFS-compatible fluorophores,eexc

.20 000 cm21 M21 andQF.0.1. Although less bright fluo-
rophores can be detected using SMFS, the above-state
rameters set limits for the extraction of reliable biologic
information from SMFS experiments. These limits curren
eliminate fluorophores that are useful for ensemble fluo
cence or phosphorescence, such as the fluorescent a
acid tryptophan, the environmental probes dansyl a
IAEDANS, and the phosphorescent probes eosin and er
rosin. Brightness can be affected significantly by local en
ronment and buffer conditions (pH, viscosity, concentration
of organic solvents!; accurate evaluation of brightness shou
be performed with the fluorophore incorporated at the site
interest and in the appropriate assay buffer.

B. Singlet-state saturation

During the excitation–deexcitation cycle of a sing
fluorophore, a transition from ground to excited state occ
due to matching of the excitation wavelength to a fluo
phore transition, whereas a transition from excited to grou
state occurs due to photon emission~fluorescence! or thermal
deactivation. Since in SMFS the prerequisite for reexcitat
of a singlefluorophore is the relaxation to the ground sta
the maximum number of emitted photons is limited by t
rate of fluorescence,kF .3 Therefore, fluorophores with rela
tively short fluorescence lifetimes~0.5–5 ns! are preferable
for SMFS.

C. Triplet-state saturation

Intersystem crossing from the singlet excited state of
fluorophore to the triplet state~an excited state lasting up t
several milliseconds that is characterized by a spin-forbid
transition to the ground state! can lead to saturation that i
even more severe than singlet-state saturation. For s
fluorophores, efficient intersystem crossing leads to a la
c 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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decrease in the signal intensity, rendering them unsuitable
SMFS. The lifetime of a triplet state can be shortened d
matically ~by a factor of 103– 105) through quenching by the
ground triplet state of molecular oxygen (3O2);19 however,
since the oxygen concentration is often minimized to de
photodestruction of the fluorophore, a compromise has to
reached between removing oxygen and quenching the tr
state.19 This dilemma can be addressed by using reagents
act as both oxygen scavengers and triplet-state quencher
a specific fluorophore.

D. Signal stability and fluorescence intermittency
„‘‘blinking’’ …

Depending on their rotational freedom, fluorophores c
interact transiently with their local environment to yie
states associated with variable emission spectra~‘‘spectral
jumps’’! or quantum yield. Although such transitions are e
ficient reporters of the local environment, they can obsc
more interesting, dynamic processes. Moreover, some of
states adopted by the fluorophore can be long~up to seconds!
and exhibit low quantum yield~‘‘dark’’ states!, resulting in
fluorescence intermittency that reduces the detectable si
and obscures time trajectories of fluorescence.

E. Resistance to photodestruction

Every organic fluorophore is prone to irreversible pho
destruction~due to elusive photochemical reactions, main
photo-oxidation20!, limiting the total number of emitted
photons;3 SMFS-compatible fluorophores emit 105– 106

photons before photodestruction.4 The quantum yield for
photodestruction ~or ‘‘photobleaching’’! varies greatly
among fluorophores,21 with the series fluorescein,Cy5
,Cy3,tetramethylrhodamine being a general rule for t
photostability of common fluorophores. Depending on t
time scales of the observation and the processes studied
sistance to photobleaching ranges from desirable to esse
For example, surface-immobilized fluorophores that rep
on long time trajectories of complex biochemical reactio
should possess correspondingly long photosurvival tim
that allow probing of several time scales along the react
coordinate. Photosurvival can be extended w
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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various methods that minimize triplet-state oxygen and
highly reactive metabolites~such as singlet oxygen@1O2#,
hydroxyl-radical@OH•# and hydrogen peroxide@H2O2#); this
is performed through deoxygenation,19 use of molecular-
oxygen scavengers ~such as n-propyl gallate,
p-phenylenediamine, or the glucose oxidase/catalase
tem!, singlet-oxygen scavengers~such as carotenoids!,
oxygen-metabolite scavengers~such as ascorbic acid, cys
teine, and imidazole!, and reducing agents~such as
b-mercaptoethanol!.4,17

F. Spectral resolution from background signal
and noise

Reduction of background and its associated noise is
central theme of all SMFS methods.3,4,6,7 The signal-to-
background ratio~SBR! and the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR,
as it refers to background-associated noise! signify the abil-
ity of the optical system to detect single molecules with h
statistical accuracy; high SBR and SNR allow reliable de
mination of several fluorescence parameters, such as fluo
cence lifetime and anisotropy. To increase SBR and SNR
SMFS, one should select excitation sources, fluoropho
and optics that discriminate fluorescence from backgro
arising from Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering of wa
impurities in reaction buffers and reaction chambers, and
the case of cells, autofluorescence of cellular compone
Fluorophores emitting at the far-red portion of the spectr
can be distinguished easily from most sources of ba
ground, and are preferable for studies with cells and tur
samples. Also, fluorophores with large Stokes shifts all
easy discrimination of fluorescence from Rayleigh scatter

G. Size of fluorophore and linker

Fluorophores with small and short rigid linkers are pr
erable because they tend to be less perturbative to their
environment and to contain less ‘‘fluorophore noise’’~fluc-
tuations of the fluorescent properties of a single fluoroph
due to unknown and uncontrolled changes of its lo
environment6!. Moreover, use of hydrophilic fluorophores r
duces hydrophobicity-driven aggregation and unpredicta
binding to hydrophobic protein surfaces, thus reducing
uncertainty in the determination of the location of the flu
rophores and improving the accuracy of fluorescence re
nance energy transfer~FRET!-based distance measuremen

H. Compatibility with laser excitation sources, optical
components, and detectors

Matching the properties of the optical system to t
properties of the fluorophore~s! used for SFMS is a critica
consideration. The large variety of existing cw lasers in
400–700 nm range provides flexibility in choosing an ex
tation source; recently introduced all-solid-state pulsed la
at the popular wavelengths of 532 and 635 nm are con
nient and powerful light sources for time-resolved analy
on single molecules. Customized optics supplement the l
list of available microscopy filters and allow efficient di
crimination of fluorescence from samples containing two
more fluorophores; this ability has been extended by mu
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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channel detectors that allow simultaneous detection of p
tons of multiple wavelengths, generating spectral inform
tion for a single molecule as a function of time.22

III. CHOOSING THE RIGHT FLUOROPHORE
FOR THE RIGHT ASSAY

In the case where distances within single biomolecu
have to be monitored, the technique of FRET can be us
FRET is a nonradiative physical process that occurs du
weak interactions between the transition dipoles of t
complementary fluorophores, a donor (D) and an acceptor
(A). FRET allows measurements of distances between s
spaced by 20–100 Å.18,23 The efficiency of energy transfe
(E) is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the di
tance (R) betweenD andA:

E5@11~R/R0!6#21,

whereR0 is the Förster radius, characteristic of theD –A pair
and the conditions of the solution; forR5R0 , E550%. R0

depends, in part, on the relative orientation ofD and A di-
poles, compounded in the orientation factork2; since k2

cannot be measured experimentally for a singleD –A pair,
extreme values ofk2 ~which range from 0 to 4, with 2/3
being the value for an isotropic distribution of dipole orie
tations! can complicate the distance measurement seve
Therefore, FRET-based distance measurements benefit
rapid reorientation of the fluorophores since it minimizes u
certainties associated with dipole orientation. The rotatio
freedom of the fluorophores can be evaluated using ste
state and time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy,24,25 and un-
certainty limits can be set for eachD –A pair.26,27

To maximize the FRET sensitivity in detecting static a
dynamic heterogeneity, theR0 values for aD –A pair should
lie in the linear range of theE–R dependence curve, with th
two extreme-distance end points lying in the range 0.7R0

,R,1.5R0 . This is a consequence of the steep (1/R6)
distance-dependence of FRET~Fig. 1!. For example, for a
D –A pair with R0540 Å, E changes dramatically forR
values borderingR0 : E is 85% for R530 Å, 50% atR

FIG. 1. Dependence of the dynamic range of fluorescence resonance e
transfer~FRET! on the Fo¨rster radiusR0 . The numbers present at the left o
each curve correspond to theR0 of each curve~in Å!. The dotted lines
delineate the regime of maximum sensitivity for each pair with differentR0 .
D –A, donor–acceptor.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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540 Å, and 21% atR550 Å; thus, the dynamic range i
;28– 60 Å ~note: measurements ofRD –A.60 Å are, in part,
hindered due to the tendency of several acceptors~such as
the cyanine fluorophore Cy5! to exist in nonabsorbing, non
fluorescent states28!. Furthermore, aD –A pair of R0570 Å
has no discriminating ability for distances in the 25–45
range since for the entire range,E of 100%. Extensive tables
with R0 values forD –A FRET pairs are available.29

If no high-resolution structural information is availab
for evaluation of possible distances, one can consider
diameter of the protein of interest~treating it as a globular
protein, unless it shows dimensional anisotropy! to estimate
a range of distances. Moreover, one can prepare sev
D –A pairs, with each pair featuring the same donor but d
ferent acceptor~or vice versa!, thereby exploring a wide
ranges ofR0 values. Considering the high extinction coef
cients and good quantum yields required for efficient det
tion of single fluorophores, the range of measurable distan
extends to;100 Å; however, due to the special photophy
cal properties of SMFS-compatible fluorophores, it becom
challenging to measureshort distances (R,30 Å). For ex-
ample, theR0 for the D –A pair fluorescein-Cy5~two fluo-
rophores with apparently small spectral overlap! is ;44 Å.30

The inability to probe the short-distance regime~1–10 Å!,
however, might soon be addressed by use of electron-tran
molecular rulers.8

In contrast to FRET, fluorescence anisotropy~FA! ex-
plores conformational dynamics and relative orientation
protein elements by probing the transition dipole of rigid
attached fluorophores. To achieve this, a fluorophore w
short fluorescence lifetimes~to minimize fluorescence depo
larization during the time scale of fluorescence emission! and
considerable hydrophobicity~to favor hydrophobic interac
tions with protein functionalities instead of solvation! is in-
troduced at each of various sites on proteins, and the
semble FA is used to determine the site with the grea
restriction of fluorophore movement due to noncovalent
teractions with the local protein surfaces. Typical anisotro
values used for single-molecule FA range from 0.25 to 0
~with limiting anisotropy for a single-dipole fluorophore b
ing in the 0.36–0.4 range!. Fluorophore immobilization can
also be achieved in a rational and predictable fashion
using intramolecular crosslinking of bis-functional deriv
tives of fluorophores.

Other assays also have special requireme
Fluorescence-lifetime-based assays, which are useful
‘‘gating’’ the short-lived cellular autofluorescence and f
separating mixture components with different fluoresce
lifetimes, benefit from fluorophores with long fluorescen
lifetimes; however, the lifetimes should not be too lon
since this will shift the onset of singlet-state saturation
lower excitation intensities. Several fluorophores can a
serve as sensors of the local environment, measuring e
sure to solvent,pH, and ion concentration; a combination
sensors with FRET or FA probes allows multiparame
analysis of complex systems.
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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IV. CHEMISTRIES FOR SITE-SPECIFIC LABELING
WITH FLUORESCENT PROBES

Currently, most SMFS experiments are performedin
vitro, using fluorophores introduced extrinsically after bi
synthesis and purification.16 It is possible to use SMFS to
study biomolecules without protein labeling, as has been
formed in enzymatic-turnover studies of choleste
oxidase31 ~where fluorescence arose from the oxidized fo
of the enzyme cofactor!, and in nucleotide-binding studies o
the molecular motor myosin32 ~where fluorescent derivative
of nucleotides were used!. These cases are protein speci
and often require complementary and orthogonal labeling
additional components to extract information.In vivo label-
ing with genetically encoded fluorescent probes is also p
sible, and its anticipated use in SMFS will allow unpre
edented mechanistic investigations in the natural milieu
the cell.

Although the exact site or the high site-specificity
labeling is not required for some imaging applications~pro-
vided that labeling does not affect functionality!, site-
specificity becomes an important issue when precise dista
or orientation information is sought. Stochastic~or nonspe-
cific! labeling is inadequate to extract reliable biological i
formation and should be restricted to the preliminary sta
of SMFS assay development. This was the case du
FRET-based analysis of conformational dynamics of the
zyme staphylococcal nuclease~SNase!,33 where the donor
was incorporated in a site-specific fashion, and the acce
was incorporated nonspecifically on lysine residues of
enzyme. Since SNase has.10 surface-exposed lysines, th
exact sites of incorporation are unknown. Moreover, the fi
labeled product contained several species:D-only SNase
~major species!, D –A SNase~with the acceptor in each o
several sites!, D –A–A SNase~with the acceptors in two of
several sites!, and minor species with higher degree of lab
ing. The labeled proteins allowed the development
groundbreaking methodology; however, no reliable biolo
cal information could be extracted from these studies.

Site-specific labeling of biomolecules with fluorophor
requires careful choice of labeling chemistry, optimization
the labeling reaction and rigorous characterization of the
beled biomolecules for labeling efficiency, site-specifici
and retention of functionality. Labeling nucleic acids is ea
and several fluorophores or reactive groups can be in
duced using automated solid-phase synthesis. In this art
we will focus on strategies for site-specific labeling of pr
teins, multiprotein complexes, and protein–nucleic a
complexes with one or more fluorophores.

The most common method for site-specific labeling
proteins with fluorophores is thecysteine-specific labeling
with thiol-reactive reagents. During this reaction, proteins
with surface-exposed cysteine~Cys! residues are covalently
modified by maleimide, iodoacetamide, or other react
conjugates of fluorophores.16,34,35 This is the method of
choice for small proteins (,500 residues!, since Cys is a
rare amino acid, and can be substituted easily with ot
amino acids using site-directed mutagenesis,36 a standard
molecular biology technique.

If the protein of interest has no Cys residues, the ex
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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site of incorporation is selected after inspection of a hig
resolution three-dimensional structure~generated using x-ray
crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance! and consid-
eration of the question to be addressed. Labeling should
perturb the enzymatic activity or the accurate spatial arran
ment of the protein sequence~also known as the ‘‘protein
fold’’ !. Subsequently, an existing amino acid~preferably
having a side chain of charge, size, and hydrophobicity si
lar to that of Cys! at the site of choice is substituted by a C
using site-directed mutagenesis.36

If the unmodified protein has a single preexisting C
structural information, along with measurements of the s
face accessibility of Cys side chain,24 will determine whether
the existing Cys can be used; otherwise, the preexisting
can be converted to the structurally similar amino a
serine, and the procedure for Cys-free proteins can be
lowed.

SMFS experiments using single-surface Cys proteins
beled using thiol-specific reagents include imaging of sin
myosin molecules using low-background epifluoresce
microscopy;37 imaging of single myosin molecules, as we
as individual cycles of adenosino-triphosphate~ATP, which
serves as a biological energy source! binding and hydrolysis
~‘‘ATP turnovers’’! by total internal reflection fluorescenc
microscopy~TIRFM!;37 and imaging of single kinesin mol
ecules as they move processively along microtubules.11 In-
terestingly, labeling efficiencies as low as 10% were inst
mental in establishing new biological information usin
SMFS.38

Fluorophores incorporated on surface Cys residues
also become efficient reporters of the orientation of lo
protein structure. Tetramethylrhodamine~TMR!-labeled
myosin featuring high anisotropy allowed the differentiati
between conformational states of myosin.39,40 In an exten-
sion of the seminal experiments that demonstrated the r
tion of F1-ATPaseg-subunit, Kinosita and co-workers used
single fluorophore~instead of a long and extremely bulk
fluorescent actin filament! to probe the rotation process b
single-fluorophore angular imaging.10 In this case, the site o
fluorophore incorporation was chosen after several cycle
trial and error that resulted in maximization of the fluore
cence anisotropy in the labeled protein.

The orientation of a single dipole can be fixed not on
through noncovalent interactions of the fluorophore with
local environment, but also byintramolecular cross-linking
of two appropriately spaced Cys residueswith a bis-
functional Cys-reactive fluorophore. This approach has b
used only for proteins with an existing high-resolution stru
ture. Intramolecular cross-linking restricts the local rotatio
mobility of the fluorophore significantly, allowing monitor
ing of the orientation and dynamics of protein domains
other protein structural elements.41 More importantly, knowl-
edge of the protein structure permits precise design of
exactorientation of the fluorophore relative to the protein
to an interacting molecule; such a selection is not poss
for immobile fluorophores attached to a single Cys. This
proach was introduced in studies of the myosin light-ch
orientation relative to actin filaments by ensemble fluor
cence polarization41 and was employed recently in studies
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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kinesin intermediates during translocation42,43~Fig. 2!. Sosa
and co-workers used the crystallographic structure
kinesin44 @Fig. 2~b!# to design a kinesin derivative with Cy
residues spaced by;16 Å, a distance suitable for cross
linking by the bis-functional reactive fluorophor
bis-@(N-iodoacetyl)-piperazinyl#-sulfonerhodamine @BSR;
Fig. 2~a!; compare with the mono-functional TMR fluoro
phore#. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to prepare
protein derivative by substituting eight of the nine preexi
ing Cys residues of kinesin with alanine residues~keeping
only Cys174! and by introducing a second Cys at positio
Cys169. The two Cys lie on either side of a shortb-sheet
@Fig. 2~b!#, orienting the transition dipole of BSR to be a
most perpendicular (75°) to the long axis of microtubule
and tangential to a radius centered on the microtub
cylinder.42 The double-Cys kinesin was labeled using a lo
reactive fluorophore-to-protein molar ratio~1:1; which is

FIG. 2. Strategy for fluorescent labeling and observation of kine
molecules prepared using intramolecular cross-linking of two appro
ately spaced Cys residues.~a! Structures of the fluorophores used to lab
a single cysteine~Cys174! and a pair of proximal cysteines~Cys169 and
Cys174!. TMR, tetramethylrhodamine; BSR, bis-@(N-iodoacetyl)-
piperazinyl#-sulfonerhodamine.~b! Model of kinesin motor domain show-
ing the positions of the selected proximal cysteines; the arrow represent
orientation of microtubules. ADP, adenosine diphosphate.~c! Schematic of
the epifluorescence microscope used for the polarization measurem
AOM, acousto-optical modulator; EOM, electro-optical modulator; ICC
intensified charged-coupled device camera.~d! Schematic showing the ran
dom orientation of axonemes on thexy plane of the microscope. The dotte
arrow lines of 0° and 90° denote the two excitation polarizations used
probe the orientation of the axonemes and associated kinesin molec
~Reprinted from Ref. 43 with permission from the Biophysical Society!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10–100-fold lower than typical reactive fluorophore-t
protein molar ratios used for labeling of single-Cys protei!
to ensure stoichiometric labeling of the site; initial labeli
of the first Cys increased the local concentration of the s
ond reactive group of BSR around the second, unrea
Cys, and allowed BSR cross-linking to generate BSR-kine
~labeling efficiency: 60%–75%!. Mass spectrometry of pro
tein digestion products verified the presence of cross-lin
although it is not clear what was the exact fraction of cro
linked kinesin in the labeled kinesin product. The spac
and exact orientation of Cys side chains was critical, and
margin for error was small; a similar kinesin derivative wi
the two Cys spaced by six residues~Cys168 and Cys174! did
not result in intramolecular cross-linking. BSR-kinesin w
functional and polarization-TIRFM@Fig. 2~c!# shows that it
binds to microtubules with the expected orientation@Fig.
2~d!#. Analysis of microtubule-bound BSR-kinesin dynami
uncovered a previously unknown disordered state of kine
in the presence of adenosine-diphosphate~ADP!, and led to
new structural models that describe the translocation me
nism of kinesin and the chemical–mechanical coupling d
ing each step.

Analysis of static or dynamic heterogeneity in prote
samples~due to the presence of distinct subpopulations o
conformational dynamics! using single-pair FRET require
the incorporation of two complementary, SMFS-compati
fluorophores within a single protein. Initially, this seem
easily attainable by generating a pair of appropriately spa
surface-exposed Cys residues (Cys1– Cys2– protein),
and statistical labeling of the two sites with two distin
fluorophores. However, this is true only for dual-Cys pr
teins with sites of incorporation of the same enviro
ment, making SMFS an excellent option for studying h
modimeric proteins~symmetric dimers of two identical sub
units or protomers! with one surface-exposed Cysper pro-
tomer (Cys1– Cys18– protein). Statistical labeling o
Cys1– Cys18– protein will generate the following specie
Cys1

D – Cys18
A – protein, the equivalent Cys1

A– Cys18
D – protein,

the donor-only species Cys1
D – Cys18

D – protein ~which can
serve as the perfect donor-only control for FRET measu
ments, especially after photodestruction of one of the t
donor fluorophores!, and the acceptor-only specie
Cys1

A– Cys18
A – protein ~which can serve as an acceptor-on

control!. SMFS differentiates easily amongD –A, D-only,
andA-only species, and can use theD –A species for analy-
sis of structure and dynamics~with D-only and A-only
present as internal controls!. However, homodimeric protein
constitute a special case; the local environment for two r
domly chosen Cys in other proteins is different, and stati
cal labeling results in the nonequivalent spec
Cys1

D – Cys2
A– protein and Cys1

A– Cys2
D – protein, which have

to be resolved, either by purification before data acquisit
~e.g., using liquid chromatography25,45! or by ‘‘optical’’ pu-
rification during data analysis. Both of the purification pr
cedures are very difficult or protein specific; to our know
edge, this approach has not been used in SMFS.

An elegant general method to incorporate one or m
distinct fluorophores within a single protein involvespeptide
ligation, the assembly of full-length proteins from synthe
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or biosynthetic peptide fragments.46–50 Peptide ligation en-
compasses various techniques that allow chemical or e
matic covalent linking of peptides in aqueous solutions. U
of peptides carrying fluorescent probes or other repo
groups and modifications yields protein molecules that
site-specifically labeled at multiple sites. The most est
lished version of peptide ligation is the native chemical lig
tion, a two-step reaction that occurs between a first pep
containing aC-terminal thioester and a second peptide co
taining anN-terminal Cys@Fig. 3~a!#. In the first, reversible
step, theN-terminal thiol of the second peptide attacks t
electrophilic center of the thioester of the first peptide, lin
ing the two peptides. In the second, irreversible step, an
tramolecular transfer reaction generates a peptide b
@R1– (C5O) – NH–R2# between the two fragments. Th
striking property of this system is that only theN-terminal
Cys participates in the second, spontaneous reaction, al
ing any number of Cys to be present in virtually any positi
of the two peptideswithout interference.

If both peptides are prepared using solid-phase pep
synthesis, small proteins or protein domains~up to ;100
residues, due to the 50-residue limit for reliable peptide s
thesis! can be assembled. Using the conformationally
sisted version of peptide ligation,50,51which allows rapid and
efficient linking of peptides under conditions that favor t
folded conformations of the assembled peptides, Deniz a
co-workers prepared a doubly labeled version of chym
rypsin inhibitor 2~CI2!, a 64-residue protein that serves as
model for the folding of single protein domains.52 Fragment
~1-39!CI2 featuring a C-terminal thioester@functionality
R– (C5O)-SR8] was synthesized and labeled at th
N-terminus ~position 1! using TMR-succinimidyl ester~an
amine-reactive fluorophore!. Fragment~40-64!CI2 was syn-
thesized carrying anN-terminal Cys~Cys40!, a prerequisite
for reaction with theC-terminal thioester of the~1-39!CI2
fragment. The peptides were ligated under folding con
tions, and Cy5~an efficient FRET acceptor for TMR! was
incorporated into the resulting~1-64!CI2 using disulfide ex-
change~a typical thiol-specific reaction16! of CI2 with an
activated Cy5-disulfide. Donor–acceptor-labeled CI2 w
used to observe folded and unfolded subpopulations
single-pair FRET.

Larger proteins (.100 residues! can be labeled using
peptide ligation to link short, fluorescently labeled synthe
peptides to larger ‘‘recombinant’’~i.e., prepared by biosyn
thesis in bacteria! proteins. To achieve this, as in fully syn
thetic peptide ligation, one should generate proteins w
C-terminal thioesters and peptides withN-terminal Cys. To
generate a protein with aC-terminal thioester, chemists bor
rowed a few ideas from the biological process of prote
splicing, the remarkable self-cleaving activity of seve
naturally occurring proteins. In a process resembling an ‘‘
verted’’ peptide ligation, certain proteins go through a ser
of isomerizations and group-transfer reactions to excise
internal protein fragment~an ‘‘intein’’ ! that is nested be-
tween two protein fragments~‘‘exteins’’ !; ligation of the ex-
teins yields the final protein product@Fig. 3~b!#. Modulation
of the cleavage reaction through protein engineering53–56has
resulted in inteins that promote only the first step of splici
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Principles of peptide ligation
and protein splicing.~a! Example of a
peptide ligation reaction that yields a
long peptide product through the ini
tial reaction of aC-terminal thioester
~in peptide 1! with the thiol of an
N-terminal cysteine~in peptide 2! and
subsequent isomerization. The pe
tides can carry various internal func
tional groups, since such groups d
not interfere with the ligation reaction
~b! Example of protein splicing that
yields a shorter, processed peptid
through a multistep reaction that lead
to the excision of the central portion
~‘‘intein’’ ! of the initial peptide or pro-
tein. ~Adapted from Ref. 46 with per-
mission from Elsevier Science.!
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and allow formation ofC-terminal thioesters through inter
molecular reactions with excess of thiols. Intein-media
labeling was used for site-specific labeling ofEscherichia
coli RNAP for systematic, FRET-based, structural analysis
RNAP and RNAP–DNA complexes.57–59 Each of thea and
b8 subunits were labeled afterin vivo assembly of RNAP
core enzymes containing the modifieda or b8 subunits; the
modified subunits had an intein module for labeling, and
affinity tag ~CBD: chitin binding domain! for capturing the
modified RNAP on a solid support@Fig. 4~a!#. While immo-
bilized, a reaction of the transient thioester moiety of t
modified RNAP with Cys-fluorescein@Fig. 4~a!, middle
panel# simultaneously cleaved theC-terminal intein, incor-
porated aC-terminal fluorescein group, and eluted the
beled RNAP from the solid support@Fig. 4~a!, left-hand
panel#. Fluorescein-RNAP was fully functional, and the ef
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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ciency and site-specificity of labeling were outstandi
@.95%; Fig. 4~b!#; the protein yield was relatively low
(;0.1 mg/L of cultured cells!, but adequate for several en
semble fluorescence and SMFS experiments. Fluoresc
RNAP was used to show that, contrary to the held belief,
initiation factor s70 can remain associated with RNAP b
yond the transition of the enzyme from the initiation to t
elongation mode of transcription.

Proteins can also be labeled using cell-free RNA tra
lation systems that covalently attachfluorescent derivatives
of the antibiotic puromycinto the C-terminus of the coded
protein ~Fig. 5!. Puromycin inhibits protein synthesis b
binding to theA site~the site where the incoming aminoacy
transfer RNA@tRNA# binds! of the ribosome~the protein-
synthesis factory of the cell!; it can also covalently link the
translated protein and the messenger RNA~mRNA!.60 How-
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Intein-mediated labeling of RNA polymerase~RNAP!. ~a! Incorporation of fluorescein in RNAP core. Left-hand side; Intein-mediatedC-terminal
incorporation of fluorescein using Cys-fluorescein. Center; synthesis of Cys-fluorescein. Right-hand side site-specific incorporation of fluorescein into RNAP
core atb8 1377, b 643 or b 937, anda II 235. CBD, chitin binding domain; F, fluorescein; H6 , hexahistidine.~b! Labeled RNAP core. Denaturing
polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel of RNAP core derivatives labeled atb8 1377,b 643,b 937, ora II 235. Single bands demonstrate the high specificity
labeling.~Reprinted from Ref. 57 with permission from Elsevier Science.!
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ever, for mRNAwithout a stop codon~the triplet of nucle-
otides in mRNA that provides the signal for termination
protein synthesis and release of the complete polypep
chain!, the ribosome stalls and allows covalent modificati
of the nascent polypeptide chain by puromycin.61,62 If the
puromycin is supplied as a conjugate with a fluoropho
then the targeted protein becomes fluorescent. This me
was used to incorporate fluorescein61 and Cy562 @Fig. 5~a!# in
proteins, with efficiencies of up to;90%.62 SMFS assays o
kinesin movement on microtubules showed that Cy5-labe
kinesin prepared using puromycin behaves similarly to un
beled kinesin,62 reinforcing the notion of the nonperturbin
character ofC-terminal labeling. Although the yield of la
beled protein is lower compared to the intein-mediated p
tein yields, puromycin-mediated labeling is well-suited f
SMFS analysis of proteins, since the high sensitivity
SMFS allows several assays with a simple, 2 h preparatio
labeled protein~Fig. 5!; however, protein characterizatio
using conventional assays becomes complicated due to
low protein yield. The generality of the method depen
partly on the availability of various fluorescent derivatives
puromycin; controlled-pore glass with puromycin group
convenient for solid-phase synthesis of fluorescent puro
cin derivatives, is commercially available~Glen Research
Sterling, VA!.

Unnatural amino acid mutagenesisalso usesin vitro
transcription/translation for site-specific labeling
proteins.63–65Amino acids with side chains carrying report
or functional groups can be incorporated at any posit
within a protein by using synthetic amino-acylated tRNA a
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complementary sequences in the protein-coding DNA;63 ex-
tensions of this method allowed protein modificationin
vivo.66,67 Incorporation of unnatural amino acids permits d
rect or indirect introduction of fluorophores. Direct incorp
ration is performed by using unnatural amino acids w
fluorescent side chains; however, the introduced fluoropho
are restricted to derivatives of intrinsic protein fluorophor
~such as 7-aza-tryptophan, a tryptophan derivative!, and are
not SMFS-compatible. Indirect incorporation is perform
by using unnatural amino acids with nonproteinogenic~i.e.,
absent in naturally occurring proteins! reactive groups, such
as the ketone carbonyl group; such groups allow select
site-specific labeling in a postsynthetic fashion. This w
demonstrated by the site-specific labeling of a single-ket
protein with fluorescein hydrazide.65 Despite the power of
the approach, it has not been used widely for preparing
beled proteins mainly due to the very low yields of thein
vitro transcription/translation reaction~e.g., large-scalein
vitro reactions to generate a keto-protein resulted in;10mg
protein,64 .100-fold lower than the typical amount of re
combinant proteins that are prepared from a small-scale
terial culture!.

A popular way to label large multiprotein or nucleopr
tein complexes is to label components of the complex an
assemble the complex byin vitro reconstitution from purified
components. For example, a hypothetical four-subunit pr
tein with subunit composition ABCD can be site-specifica
labeled at subunits A and B by site-specific labeling of su
unit A with fluorophore F1~to prepare AF1); site-specific
labeling of subunit B with fluorophore F2~to prepare BF2);
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Preparation of puromycin-labeled kinesin for single-molecule an
sis of motility. ~a! Structure of Cy5-puromycin conjugate.~b! Schematic of
the procedure. Messenger RNA without a stop codon is prepared usingin
vitro transcription system containing the gene for kinesin; addition of anin
vitro translation mix and Cy5-puromycin and incubation allow formation
C-terminally-labeled kinesin. After purification, the enzyme is diluted a
used for motility assays performed on surface-immobilized microtubules~c!
Fluorescent kinesin molecules moving along microtubules~top panel! are
visualized using TIRFM. Scale bar, 5mm. @Reprinted from Ref. 62 with
permission from the FEBS society.#
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
and mixing labeled subunits AF1 and BF2 with purified, un-
labeled subunits C and D~to prepare the desired AF1BF2CD).
This can also be achieved by subunit exchange of an u
beled component with excess of a labeled component~e.g.,
ABCD1AF1→AF1BCD1A). Once more, it is critical to es-
tablish that fluorescent labeling does not adversely affect
assembly of the complex. This method is especially use
for large proteins, such as myosin39,40 and RNAP.57,58 For
myosin, the regulatory light chain~RLC! was site-
specifically labeled and subsequently exchanged with u
beled RLC, allowing probing of myosin conformation
states. For RNAP, subunits70 was labeled with thiol-reactive
fluorophores and incubated with unlabeled RNAP core~sub-
unit compositionb8ba2v) to form RNAP holoenzyme~for
s→DNA FRET experiments within RNAP–DNA
complexes57,58!, or with fluorescein-labeled RNAP core~for
RNAP core→s FRET experiments within RNAP holoen
zyme or RNAP–DNA complexes57,58!. The method has re
vealed the existence of subpopulations of RNAP–DNA co
plexes with different behavior relative to promoter escap59

and allowed investigation of asynchronous processes in t
scription.

The reconstitution approach is not limited to assembly
complexes using labeled individual subunits, but extends
assembly of complexes using labeledfragmentsof individual
subunits~‘‘split subunits’’!, thus allowinginternal labelingof
very large protein subunits. In an illustration of this concep
~Fig. 5!, the b subunit of RNAP was internally labeled a
each of two positions~643 and 937! by preparingb~1-
643!-F/ andb~1-937!-F ~using intein-mediated labeling!, and
by reconstituting@b~1-643!-F/b~644-1342!#-RNAP core and
@b~1-937!-F/~938-1342!#-RNAP corein vitro.57 This comple-
mented a panoply of site-specific labeling methodologies
resulted in incorporation of fluorophores at 4 sites in RNA
core, 20 sites ins70, and 3 sites on DNA, allowing measure
ment of a large set of interprobe distances by ensem
FRET and yielding a detailed picture of RNAP holoenzym
and the RNAP–DNA open complex in solution.

V. SITE-SPECIFIC LABELING OF PROTEINS
IN LIVING CELLS

In vitro analysis of biological processes has led to fo
mulation of elaborate models about the mechanisms ope
ing in the living cell. In vivo analysis of such processes
essential for the validation of the proposed models, and
the understanding of additional processes that cannot be
licated in vitro due to inability to account for all interacting
components. Observation of SMFS-compatible fluoropho
in living cells is more complicated thanin vitro, primarily
due to the cellular autofluorescence~fluorescence back
ground in the cell due to naturally occurring fluorophore!,
the difficult control of the fluorophore concentration, and t
multitude of interactions that can interfere with the fluor
phore detection. There are three major strategies for u
site-specifically labeled proteins to perform SMFS in livin
cells.

In the first and most popular strategy, the labeled p
teins are preparedin vitro, and are introduced into the ce

-
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through a variety of cell-loading techniques, such as endo
tosis, permeabilization, or microinjection. This strategy h
allowed SMFS observations of the epidermal growth fac
~EGF! dimerization by monitoring FRET between Cy3-EG
and Cy5-EGF;68 imaging of single b-galactosidase mol
ecules~with ;5 Alexa-488 fluorophores per molecule! in the
cell nucleus;69 and detection of diffusing proteins and nucle
acids ~as fluorescence bursts! within living cells.70 The in
vitro-labeled biomolecules can also be large structures, s
as virus particles. Labeling of adeno-associated viruses
a single far-red fluorophore~Cy5! allowed real-time TIRFM
trajectories of the viral infection pathway in living cells
starting with the initial contact of virus with the cell surfac
continuing with its journey through the cytoplasm, and co
cluding with invasion of the nucleus.15

In the second strategy, a high-affinity protein–ligand
teraction is used forin situ labeling of specific sequences o
structures in the cell. This task is much more difficult thanin
vitro labeling, since the site-specificity of the reagent sho
be exceptional to avoid nonspecific binding or incorporat
to the tens of thousands of different biomolecules found
the cell; the labeling reagent should also be nontoxic
cell-permeant. This strategy was used for labeling of sin
ion channels on the membrane of Jurkat cells, where C
labeled toxin targeted individual channels.71 A variation of
this strategy allows covalent labeling of proteins in livin
cells by targeting a 4-Cysa-helical motif incorporated to the
targeted protein.72 The validity of this strategy has been dem
onstrated with the fluorescein-related reagent FLASH~fluo-
rescein arsenical helix binder!, and has been extended r
cently to a second fluorophore. FLASH-based labeling
be used in conjunction with genetically-encoded fluoresc
proteins for real-time FRET measurements in living ce
However, this strategy is limited to two fluorophores, and,
some cell lines, is not applicable due to nonspecific inter
tions with other Cys-rich proteins.73 Another variation,
termed ‘‘epitope tagging,’’ uses expression of single-ch
antibodies at specific intracellular locations~as receptor-
antibody fusion proteins! and labeling of specific site
through high-affinity interactions of the antibody with fluo
rescent conjugates of its ligand.74 The last two variations of
the in situ labeling strategy have not been used yet
SMFS.

In the third strategy, the fluorophore is a genetically e
coded fluorescent protein, such as the green fluorescent
tein ~GFP! from the jellyfishAequorea victoria.75 According
to this method, the DNA sequence coding for GFP is pla
immediately adjacent to the sequence coding for the pro
of interest. During biosynthesis, the protein will be prepa
as a ‘‘GFP-fusion’’ protein~i.e., a hybrid protein containing
GFP and the protein of interest!, and thus, it will be fluores-
cent. After the DNA is introduced to the cells, the cells sy
thesize the GFP fusion, which then travels to the cellu
structures or compartments that it normally occupies. V
ants of GFP~blue, cyan, and green/yellow! or other geneti-
cally encoded fluorescent proteins can also be used, allow
flexibility in terms of excitation and emission wavelength
and generating genetically encodedD –A pairs for in vivo
FRET. However, use of GFP has its limitations;72 it can only
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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be introduced at the protein termini and can cause pertu
tions due to its large size~238 amino acids in length!. Fur-
thermore, its limited brightness and its spectral overlap w
cellular autofluorescence complicates SMFS. Nonethel
the first observation of single GFP-fusion proteins in livin
cells was reported recently76 ~Fig. 6!. Using TIRFM @Fig.
6~a!#, single copies of a GFP fusion of the adhesion prot

FIG. 6. Single-molecule imaging of GFP-cadherin in living cells.~a! Sche-
matic of the chamber-objective assembly used for the objective-type TIR
measurements. The cell membrane facing the coverslip is illuminated by
evanescent wave generated by the total internal reflection of the 488
laser excitation beam.~b! Image of membrane showing immobile and di
fusing molecules exhibiting GFP fluorescence. The single arrowhead p
to a possible monomeric GFP-cadherin species, whereas the double a
head points to a possible dimeric GFP-cadherin species. The dimmer
are attributed to diffusing species Scale bar, 1mm. ~c! Single-step pho-
tobleaching of monomeric GFP-cadherin species. The arrow points to
exact timing of photobleaching.~Reprinted from Ref. 76 with permission
from the Biophysical Society.!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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cadherin~E-cad-GFP! were observed on the membrane
fibroblast cells, and their oligomerization status was inve
gated. To allow the observation of single copies of E-c
GFP, the cell line was optimized to minimize the concent
tion of biosynthesized E-cad-GFP, and the covers
proximal membrane was exposed to the evanescent wav
a few seconds to reduce the concentration of the fluores
species~by photobleaching!, thus allowing observation o
individual, well-separated fluorescent spots@Fig. 6~b!#. His-
tograms of fluorescence intensity for individual spots show
distributions of quantized fluorescence intensity; spots ex
iting the basic quantized intensity~presumably monomers o
E-cad-GFP! also display single-step photobleaching, whi
serves as a diagnostic test for observing a single fluoroph
Based on these results, an oligomerization-induced trap
model was proposed for the mechanism of cell-adhes
structure formation.

VI. NEW FLUOROPHORES AND NEW CHEMISTRIES
FOR IN VITRO AND IN VIVO LABELING

Despite the battery of available strategies, site-spec
labeling with SMFS-compatible fluorophores is still a lim
ing step in establishing SMFS assays. Since the popularit
SMFS for analysis of biomolecules is growing rapidly1

SMFS is likely to be used extensively for the analysis
numerous human proteins. However, the vast number of
teins found in the human proteome~30 000–40 000!, the
large number of multiprotein and other multicompone
complexes, and the intricate network of transient prote
protein interactions involved in the structural, regulatory, a
communication network of the cell, underlines the need
new fluorophores and new labeling strategies.

Fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals~NC; or quan-
tum dots! comprise a novel family of fluorophores for labe
ing biomolecules.77,78 NC possess several advantages o
conventional organic fluorophores, such as broad excita
spectra, narrow and tunable emission spectra, long fluo
cence lifetimes, and high resistance to photodestruct
However, bioconjugation and cell-targeting chemistries
NC are still immature, and the intermittency of their fluore
cence complicates their use. However, since NC defin
particularly active area of research, it is certain that excit
future developments are on the horizon.

Another challenge for both physicists and chemists is
exploration of the UV wavelength range for SMFS. Abili
to operate in the UV will allow smaller, less perturbativ
fluorophores to be used, and will extend the available em
sion range for SMFS, allowingsimultaneousprobing of a
larger set of fluorophores. Currently, SMFS uses only v
bright fluorophores with emissions confined in the 450–7
nm spectral range. SMFS in the UV requires the devel
ment of brighter UV fluorophores with large Stokes shifts,
well as reliable, intense, and inexpensive UV laser sour
Innovative ways to amplify and to detect the faint signal
intrinsic protein fluorophores~such as tryptophan and its red
shifted analogs!, or of DNA-structure-sensitive fluorophore
~such as 2-aminopurine@a reporter of DNA double-helicity#
or intercalating dyes! will create further opportunities fo
multiparametric analysis of complex systems.
Downloaded 11 Dec 2002 to 169.232.130.170. Redistribution subject to 
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It is not an exaggeration to say that the best probes
SMFS might already be on the shelves, since thousand
fluorophores have never been screened for performanc
SMFS ~although they have been evaluated for use in
semble fluorescence assays!. High-throughput characteriza
tion of the available libraries of fluorophores for compatib
ity with SMFS could generate a new category, the ‘‘SMF
optimal’’ probes. Such a comprehensive search could a
generate rules that will allow the rational design of SMF
compatible fluorophores. This effort should be accompan
by a quest for reagents that both extend photobleaching
time of fluorophores and quench triplet states.

Site-specific labeling strategies of greater convenie
and speed should also be pursued. One way to label rec
binant proteinsin vitro or in vivo is to target ‘‘affinity tags’’
~short sequences introduced usually at protein termini to
low rapid purification!, similar to the FLASH-based site
specific labeling strategy. Another sequence that can be
geted is the amino acid sequence His6 ~‘‘hexahistidine tag’’!
that binds tightly to transition-metal complexes. Targeting
His6 by (Ni21-nitrilotriacetic acid)2-fluorophore conjugates
was reported recently;30 however, the interaction of His6

with the fluorophore conjugates had dissociation constant
.300 nM, requiring a large increase in the affinity to ma
the approach useful for SMFS. This might be possible
using the concept outlined in the construction of antibod
with ‘‘infinite affinity.’’ 79 During this remarkable feat of pro
tein engineering, the high-affinity, noncovalent antibod
ligand interaction was used to increase the effective lo
concentrations of complementary reactive groups placed
each component, resulting in covalent linkage of antibo
and ligand and preventing dissociation. In general, to
‘‘affinity-labeling’’ for labeling of living cells, it is necessary
to devise chemistries that render the reagent fluorescent
after incorporation to the site of interest, thus minimizing th
background of unincorporated reagent that will otherw
overwhelm the SMFS signal.

We conclude with a note on the potential of the gene
code expansion~by unnatural amino acid mutagenesis! to
revolutionize in vivo site-specific labeling. Wang and co
workers have recently developed a sophisticated strategy
combines novel nucleic acids~tRNA molecules! and engi-
neered enzymes~amino-acyl tRNA synthetases! for in vivo
site-specific incorporation of two unnatural amino aci
~L-3-@2-napthyl#-alanine66 or O-methyl-L-tyrosine67! in pro-
teins. If this breakthrough work is extended to encomp
side chains with SMFS-compatible fluorophores, it will e
sentially miniaturize the genetically encoded fluorophor
by reducing the number of additional amino acid residu
required for in vivo fluorescence from 238~for GFP! to 1
~the single unnatural amino acid!. This advance will help
unravel the deep secrets of the cell and open new avenue
exciting research.
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